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unnatural irt this ? We think not. It is very true that truths
of nature thus reached wvi1l not be in1 scientific forin. They
will be broad general conceptions, not detailed categorical
staternents. lIt is just such deep sympathetie insight into
natural truth and such broad general conceptions that we flnd
in the first of Genesis. And they are so nuinerous and so re-
markable in their character as abundantly to justify the faith
of Mr. Gladstone, that their author was moved to understand
thern by the Spirit of the God of nature. The conceptions of
the origin of nature which we find in the first of Genesis, in
rnarked harrnony with our modemn science, are such as the
following:

(1) There is a clear conception of progrress from the rudi-
mentary to the perfect forai. Certainly s0 says science.

(2) lIt presents the rudimentary world forrn as fluid, water or
nebula; the Hebrew terms irnply either. So says science.

(3) lIt presents 1ight, aoîr, the flowing ray of ligý,ht and heat,
a% the -first step, the basis, of ail cosmical progress. Surely so.
says science.

(4) It finds the beginning of the effect, Iighit, heat in the
differentiation of the atrnosphere, thus calling to work the.
great fundamental dynamic of geological progress.

(5) lIt next builds continent and outline of land and sea
under the power of this dynaniic.

(6) lIt brings out of the inorganic earth, first, the organio
Vegretable world. Here ends the first creation cycle, the first.
triad of days, the foundation of which is light.

(7) The foundation of the second triad is also ini light, but in
its definite forrn, the object and m-eans of vision-sun, moon and
stars, alternate day and night, fitted for animate life. If this
conception of the luminary, as the f undamiental prerequisite of
sentient life, is outside the field of geology, it is certainly none
the less a great natural truth.

(8) Next cornes the grand, true, and not unnatural conception
that the world of waters, the ocean, is the great mother of life,
which, next rises into the air and is finally perfected upon the


